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Speaker Abstracts

Setting the Stage: translating the potential of animal
biotechnology

Mark Tizard

CSIRO Health & Biosecurity, Australian Animal Health

Laboratory, Geelong, Victoria, Australia

For two decades TARC has brought together researchers

working with non-model organisms and those working toward

practical applications. The focus has often been on key

livestock species but included animals altered to make high

value biomaterials, animals in the environment and unconven-

tional model systems. The adjective ‘‘transgenic’’ was perfect

for a conference series highlighting the cutting-edge technol-

ogy of the day. But now the gene editors, TALENs and the

CRISPR/Cas series, are providing non-transgenics pathways

for research and applications. The next generation, with base

editors, targeted activators and inhibitors and Cas variants with

new features, shows that the journey into precision genome

engineering has just begun.

For plants the term New Breeding Technology has been

adopted, for animals Precision Breeding Technology is

preferred, both recognising public scepticism of ‘‘the gene’’

in food. This is fuelled by lack of understanding and

misleading campaigns that color the acronym GM. Gene

editing could refresh the public dialogue as solutions emerge

that are not transgenic. There is broad recognition that this

technology will be essential for agricultural systems to respond

quickly enough to maintain sustainable food security. The case

is strengthened by applications that provide clear benefits to the

public such as improvements in the welfare and health of

livestock animals. Solutions for the environmental, ecological

and human health impacts of invasive species and climate

change-driven animal extinctions also add weight. But the key

to all of this is safety. The gate keepers of safety are the

regulators, providing public and political confidence in tech-

nology and its applications. As many companies and institutes

now know well, the result of regulation can be technical, legal

and financial barriers to market entry. Around the world

national regulators are currently responding to the challenge set

by changes in technology to their legal definitions and also to

calls from governments not to hinder innovation. A process for

a global harmonization is an urgent need to avoid trade barriers

emerging. A turning-point is looming for scientists, industries,

regulators, publics and governments—all must work together

to ensure that much needed solutions from animal biotechnol-

ogy can help deliver sustainable agriculture and a protected

environment.

Safe development of CRISPR gene drives for invasive
rodent population suppression

Chandran Pfitzner1, Thomas Prowse1, Fatwa Adikusuma1,
Sandra Piltz1, Phill Cassey1, Joshua Ross1

and Paul Thomas1,2

1University of Adelaide, North Terrace, Adelaide, South

Australia, Australia, 50052; South Australian Health and

Medical Research Institute, Adelaide, South Australia, Aus-

tralia, 5000

Invasive mammalian pests including mice and rats cause

significant environmental damage and loss of agricultural
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productivity. Landscape-scale rodent control relies on wide-

spread distribution of toxic bait and is relatively expensive,

labor-intensive and inhumane. Recent advances in genome

editing technology suggest that CRISPR-Cas9 gene drives

could be used as an alternative, humane strategy for invasive

rodent population control. A CRISPR-Cas9 gene drive is a

genetic construct that promotes its own inheritance through

self-replication and can therefore spread through a given

population. Our recent in silico modelling indicates that

CRISPR-Cas9 gene drives that induce female sterility or

embryonic lethality have potential for eradication of rodents on

islands. Our modelling also suggests that a Y chromosome

‘‘shredding’’ drive could be used for invasive rodent population

suppression. However, despite their potential, CRISPR-Cas9

gene drives have only been developed in a small number of

species including flies, mosquitoes and yeast. Our goal is to

develop efficient mouse CRIPSR-Cas9 gene drive technology,

incorporating stringent safeguards to protect the environment

from unintentional release. Using a ubiquitous Cas9-expressing

strain, we have shown that gene drive activation in mouse

zygotes promotes generation of indel mutations and not self-

replication. We are also developing a proof-of-concept ‘‘germ-

line-active’’ gene drive using a similar strategy to that

employed in insects. We anticipate these experiments will

provide an important step towards development of new tools

for population suppression of invasive rodent pests.

Successful gene editing in the cane toad

Caitlin A. Cooper1, Mark E. Woodcock1,
Venkatanambi Kamalakkannan2, Rob J. Capon2,
Tanja Strive3 and Mark L. Tizard1

1CSIRO Health and Biosecurity, Australian Animal Health

Laboratory, Geelong, VIC, 3219, Australia; 2Division of

Chemistry and Structural Biology, Institute for Molecular

Bioscience, The University of Queensland, St Lucia, Queens-

land 4072, Australia; 3CSIRO Health and Biosecurity, Black

Mountain Laboratories, Canberra, ACT, Australia

Invasive plants and animals cause widespread degradation of

native ecosystems worldwide. One of Australia’s most well-

known invasive species is the cane toad (Rhinella marina),

which has had a significant impact on a wide variety of

Australian ecosystems. Cane toads produce a lethal toxin,

known as bufagenin, which is released when they are attacked

by a predator, often killing the predator. Australian native

species whose population declines have been directly caused

by cane toads include quolls, goannas, lizards, multiple species

of snakes, freshwater crocodiles, and native amphibians.

Genetic control strategies offer a new alternative in the fight

against the cane toad in Australia, with gene editing tools

commonly used in model amphibian species. However, to our

knowledge gene editing tools have not been previously applied

to cane toads, or any other wild-caught terrestrial vertebrates.

The goal of this research was to develop protocols for CRISPR/

Cas9 enabled gene editing in the cane toad as a proof of

principle for using gene editing and genome engineering tools

in invasive species. We established a colony of wild caught

cane toads and developed successful protocols for sperm and

oocyte production to enable timed fertilization. We then

designed guides targeting the cane toad tyrosinase gene as well

as a toxin hydrolase gene responsible for converting bufagenin

from its storage form to its lethal active form. These guides

were complexed with Cas9 protein and injected into early

embryos, resulting in mosaic founder animals. For tyrosinase

three mosaic founders where generated, with two surviving

past the tadpole stage. For the toxin hydrolase gene one

knockout animal was generated however it died in the mid

embryonic stage. These results show we have successfully

developed a protocol for gene editing in the cane toad and

provide early proof of principle data demonstrating the

knockout of the toxin activating gene.

Generation of transgenic quails by in vivo transfection
of primordial germ cells

O. Serralbo1, C. A. Cooper3, M. J. Dejardin2, T. J. Doran3

and C. Marcelle1,2

1EMBL Australia; Australian Regenerative Medicine Institute

(ARMI), Monash University, Building 75, Clayton, Victoria

3800, Australia; 2Institut NeuroMyoGène (INMG), University

Claude Bernard Lyon1, CNRS UMR 5310, INSERM U1217,

Lyon, France; 3CSIRO Health & Biosecurity, Australian

Animal Health Laboratory, Geelong Vic, Australia

The developing avian embryo has had a long and illustrious

career in developmental biology. Its amenability to observation

and manipulation has allowed the investigation of diverse

range of topics resulting in numerous breakthroughs in many

field of biology. Importantly, ample evidence from numerous

studies indicates that many aspects of embryonic development

are virtually identical in birds and human. Despite its many

advantages, the impact of the avian embryo has been somewhat

decreasing due to its limited accessibility to genetic manipu-

lation. Similar to the more popular chicken model, the quail

embryo is easily accessible to a wide range of manipulations

and live imaging. A decisive asset of quail over chicken is a

much shorter life cycle, which makes its use as genetic model

for basic research extremely appealing. To date, all existing

transgenic quail lines were generated using replication-defi-

cient lentiviruses, but diverse limitations of this approach have

hindered the widespread expansion of such technology. Here,

we successfully used a plasmid-based in vivo transfection of

quail primordial germ cells (PGCs) to generate a number of

transgenic quail lines over a short period of time. The plasmid-

based approach is simple, efficient and it allows using the

infinite variety of genome engineering approaches developed in

other models, such as strategies to facilitate transgenic bird

selection, shown here. This major technological development

completes the vast panel of techniques applicable to the avian

model, making it one of the most versatile experimental

systems available.
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Dairy cattle with diluted coat color to reduce radiant
heat gain and minimize heat stress

G. Laible, S-A. Cole, B. Brophy, J. Wei, and D. N. Wells

AgResearch, Ruakura Research Centre, Hamilton, New

Zealand

The rise in global temperatures rapidly changes the environ-

ment and conditions under which dairy animals are grazing in

many countries. Dairy cows begin to exceed their thermoneu-

tral threshold of comfort when the temperature humidity index

reaches 68 (equivalent to 21 �C and 75% humidity) for three

consecutive days and begin to experience heat stress. Already

today, New Zealand (NZ) dairy cows become heat stressed for

close to 20% of lactation days in major dairy regions in NZ,

which compromises their welfare, reduces feed intake and

impacts milk production. With predictions for more frequent,

intense and longer heat waves, current genetic improvement

strategies are too slow to allow the adaptation of dairy cattle to

the new climatic conditions in the required timeline. Genome

editing is a technology that might offer a solution and holds

much promise for the targeted improvement of dairy cattle in

relatively short timeframes, essentially in a single generation.

High-producing Holstein–Friesian dairy cattle often have

coats with a high proportion of black which leads to radiative

heat gain as a contributing factor of heat stress. To minimize

radiative heat gains in NZ Holstein–Friesian cattle we have

introduced a specific mutation in the pre-melanosomal protein

(PMEL) 17 gene. This 3 bp deletion PMEL variant is known

from Galloway and Highland cattle and is associated with a

semi-dominant color dilution phenotype, with heterozygotes

expected to display a faded version of the wild type coat color

and a white coat for homozygotes. Using CRISPR/Cas-

mediated editing, we introduced this mutation on both PMEL

alleles in primary cells derived from a NZ Holstein–Friesian

fetus. Following confirmation of the editing outcome by

sequencing, cells were used for somatic cell transfer to

generate color diluted calves. Wild type calves produced from

the unedited parental cell line had the black and white coat

color patterning, characteristic for Holstein–Friesian cattle. In

contrast, calves with a homozygous PMEL mutation no longer

had any black areas on their coats and instead displayed a novel

grey and white pattern, validating the causative relationship of

the PMEL mutation and diluted coat color. Furthermore, it

proves targeted editing as an enabling approach to rapidly

improve and adapt livestock to changing conditions.

Generating PERV-free donor pigs
for xenotransplantation

Wenning Qin, Yinan Kan, Lydia Lamriben,
Mailin Li, Dharmendra Goswami, Haydy George,
Alice Wang, Ranjith Anand, William Westlin
and Luhan Yang

eGenesis, 300 Technology Square, Suite 301, Cambridge, MA

02139 USA

Xenotransplantation is a promising strategy to solve the organ

shortage crisis for patients suffering from end stage organ

failure. In addition to immunological incompatibility between

pigs and humans, the risk of cross-species transmission of

porcine endogenous retroviruses (PERVs) has impeded the

clinical application of this approach. Using CRISPR-Cas9, we

successfully inactivated all PERV elements in porcine primary

cells and generated live and healthy pigs via somatic cell

nuclear transfer. In addition, we showed that PERV inactivated

alleles can be transmitted through the germline and segregated

among the offspring and there is no retransmission from the

sow to the offspring. Our study highlighted the value of PERV

inactivation to prevent cross-species viral transmission and

demonstrated the successful production of PERV-inactivated

animals to address the safety concern in clinical

xenotransplantation.

Modifying the porcine genome for xeno-organ
transplantation

A. Schnieke, B. Rieblinger, A. Schäffler, T. Winogrodzki,
L. Wei, B. Klinger and K. Fischer

Chair of Livestock Biotechnology, School of Life Sciences

Weihenstephan, Technical University of Munich, Freising,

Germany

Successful xenotransplantation requires that donor pigs carry a

series of genetic modifications to overcome hyperacute, acute

vascular and cellular rejection. Many xenoprotective genes

have been identified, but the challenge has been to effectively

combine multiple genetic modifications in a way that allows

normal animal breeding and simple herd expansion, thus

ensuring a ready supply of porcine organs and tissues. To

achieve this, we grouped transgenes by sequential targeted

transgene placement—’gene stacking’ at the ROSA26 locus,

and also by cointegration of multiple engineered bacterial/

phage artificial chromosomal vectors—’combineering’ at a

previously uncharacterised permissive locus at position 6q22,

and also inactivated the major porcine xenoreactive genes by

genome editing. Efforts are currently underway to facilitate

fast-track addition of further transgenes.

Combining GGTA1-KO with the 6q22 multi-transgenic

background significantly reduces hyperacute rejection. With

regard to delayed immune responses, evidence indicates roles

for non-Gal porcine antigens, such as N-glycolylneuraminic

acid (Neu5Gc) synthesised by cytidine monophospho-N-

acetylneuraminic acid hydroxylase (CMAH). We have gener-

ated a herd of 6q22 5xtg, GGTA1-KO, CMAH-KO pigs. This

combination drastically reduces complement deposition and

IgG and IgM binding. Elimination of additional non-Gal

epitopes using multiplexed CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing is in

progress. Backcrossing with a minipig breed ensures that organ

size is suitable for transplantation into primates.

Cellular rejection can be suppressed by expression of

CTLA-4/LEA29Y, PDL1. But, as continuous attenuation of the

T cell response risks creating an immune privileged location

for infectious pathogens, we are adopting a ‘‘smart graft’’

strategy based on induced expression of immune regulators if

and when rejection occurs. TNF-responsive synthetic promot-

ers have been generated and tested in vitro and in a mouse

model using reporter expression.
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Recent progress in preclinical xenotransplantation is
nourishing hopes for clinical application
in the near future

Nikolai Klymiuk1, Andrea Baehr1, Eckhard Wolf2 and
Bruno Reichart3

1Large Animal Models in Cardiovascular Research, Technical

University Munich, Munich, Germany; 2Molecular Animal

Breeding and Biotechnology & Gene Center, Ludwig-Maxim-

ilian University, Munich, Germany; 3Walter-Brendel Center of

Experimental Surgery, Ludwig-Maximilian University,

Munich, Germany

For generations of researchers, the anecdotal saying of N.

Shumway that ‘‘xenotransplantation is the future of organ

transplantation, and it always will be’’ had gained an almost

prophetic embodiment. Recent milestone studies, however,

have now significantly undermined this certainty, at least for

the case of heart transplantation.

First, it appeared that a set of only three genetic modifi-

cations and a tolerable systemic immunosuppressive regime

sufficiently protected a porcine heart graft in a primate

recipient for almost three years, when being transplanted into

the abdomen and connected to the circulation. The application

of the very same genetic constellation in an orthotopic, fully

life-supporting setting did at first by far not attain a similar

success. Only when being combined with an innovative

adaptation of organ perfusion, the reduction of primate blood

pressure and inhibition of the intrinsic growth potential of the

donor heart, a preeminent, consistent and long-term survival of

the recipient was achieved. Importantly, the keen response to

these experiments was not only stimulated by the impressive

figure of up-to six months survival time, but also by the overall

excellent health and superb vitality of the xenograft recipient,

allowing to presume a good quality of life after receiving a

xeno-transplant.

Evidently, these intriguing and captivating studies some-

how overshadow less spectacular achievements, but

considerable progress has been made also in other aspects of

driving xenotransplantation towards the clinic. Notably, the

major question of whether it would be possible to transform an

already existing combination of genetic modifications into an

acceptable hygiene status was answered when we eradicated a

significant number of exogenous pathogens by combining

embryo transfer and early weaning of pigs. Further, a study

from another group has proved the potential of Gene Editing to

entirely inactivate endogenous retroviruses. If this technically

outstanding approach is superior to our own strategy of

removing only relevant proviruses either by breeding or Gene

Editing remains elusive at this time-point.

What has become clear, however, is that xenotransplanta-

tion does indeed have the potential to overcome the frustrating

lack of human donors for patients suffering from end-stage

organ failure.

Harnessing endogenous repair mechanisms for targeted
gene knock-in during early bovine embryonic
development

J. R. Owen, S. L. Hennig, E. E. Paulson, J. C. Lin,
A. E. Young, L. C. Cabrera, J. D. Murray, P. J. Ross,
and A. L. Van Eenennaam

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA

Methods to produce cattle with a targeted gene knock-in have

typically relied on the use of somatic cell nuclear transfer

(SCNT) cloning of a genome edited knock-in cell line, which

can be costly and inefficient. We were interested in developing

methods to obtain targeted gene knock-ins in developing

embryos. To optimize the CRISPR/Cas9 system, we first

worked in a male bovine fibroblast cell line. We compared

transfection efficiency of Lipofectamine and Nucleofection

using an eGFP expression vector, and obtained transfection

efficiencies of 38.2% and 73.7%, respectively. Using Nucle-

ofection transfection, we then tested the efficacy of several

single guide RNA (sgRNA) each targeting a locus on one of

chromosomes 1, 17 and X. The best sgRNA at each locus

resulted in mutation rates of 62.3%, 74.1% and 60.5%,

respectively. To determine whether direct cytoplasmic injec-

tion with Cas9 mRNA or protein adversely affected embryo

development to the blastocyst stage, embryos were injected

with sgRNA alongside Cas9 mRNA or protein, and blastocyst

rates were compared to uninjected controls. Blastocyst rates

were not significantly different between embryos injected with

mRNA or protein (p value = 0.722), but both were signifi-

cantly lower than uninjected controls (p-value\ .0001). To

test the activity of the best sgRNA from fibroblast experiments

in developing embryos, sgRNA were introduced via direct

cytoplasmic injection along with Cas9 mRNA or protein.

Mutation rates were significantly higher for those sgRNA

injected alongside protein as compared to those injected

alongside Cas9 mRNA (p-value\ 0.001), but no significant

difference was seen in mutation rates between chromosomes 1,

17 and X (76.6%, 82.8% and 74.1%, respectively; chr1:chr17

p-value = 0.827, chr1:chrX p-value = 0.896, and chr17:chrX

p-value = 0.717). Finally, we developed an approach to obtain

an increased efficiency of targeted gene knock-ins in bovine

cells. This method utilizes the homology mediated end-joining

(HMEJ) repair pathway. Nucleofection was used to introduce

either a HMEJ donor vector, or a HR donor vector, alongside

the CRISPR/Cas9 editing reagents in a male bovine fibroblast

cell line. Only the HMEJ donor vector resulted in insertions at

the target site. Introducing the HMEJ donor vector alongside

the best X-chromosome sgRNA and Cas9 protein by direct

cytoplasmic injection of oocytes immediately prior to in vitro

fertilization resulted in a 34.0% knock-in efficiency. Addition-

ally, 24.6% of knock-in embryos were non-mosaic, which has

been a major issue to overcome when using the CRISPR/Cas9
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system in livestock embryos. This improved knock-in rate

might be explained by the fact that HMEJ has a more active

role in double strand break repair in gametes and early one-cell

zygotes, as compared to homologous recombination (HR).

Direct cytoplasmic injection of a HMEJ donor vector, an

efficient sgRNA, and Cas9 protein into mature oocytes

followed by fertilization and embryo transfer, offers a promis-

ing approach in improve the efficiency of producing non-

mosaic knock-in cattle using genome editing.

Male germline complementation in chimeric sheep

Z. L. Mclean1, 2, R. G. Snell2 and B. J. Oback1, 3

1Reproduction, AgResearch, Ruakura Research Centre, Hamil-

ton, New Zealand; 2School of Biological Sciences, University

of Auckland, New Zealand; 3School of Medical Sciences,

University of Auckland, New Zealand

Male germline transmission depends on spermatogonial stem

cells which engender all spermatozoa. In mice, ablating the

RNA-binding proteins DAZL [1] or NANOS2 [2] results in

germ cell-deficient males, and a similar phenotype was

observed in NANOS2-null pigs [3]. We show that the DAZL-

and NANOS2-deficient phenotype is conserved in sheep and

can be rescued by complementation with wild-type embryonic

cells.

We employed CRISPR/Cas9 editing to disrupt DAZL and

NANOS2 separately in male ovine fetal fibroblasts (OFFs). For

each gene, a homology-directed repair (HDR) template was

designed to mediate a small insertion for introducing a stop

codon and Taq1 restriction site. Taqman hydrolysis probes for

mutant and wild-type variants were used to quantify genotypes

by droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). Transfection with DAZL- and

NANOS2-specific CRISPR constructs produced up to 6.3% and

15% HDR events, respectively. Following single cell seeding

of putative edited cells, homozygous mutant clonal strains were

isolated for both targets and confirmed by sequencing.

Validated OFF strains were used as nuclear donors for somatic

cell transfer (SCT) cloning to generate embryos for transfer

into surrogate recipients. Following lambing, testes samples

were phenotyped. Sections of DAZL-/-and NANOS2-/- testis

cords comprised histologically normal somatic support cells

but lacked DDX4-immunreactive spermatogonia. Compared to

wild-type, expression of spermatogonia-specific marker genes

was significantly down-regulated in mutant testis samples,

while somatic cell markers were not affected.

Male mutant and wild-type SCT embryos, derived from

OFFs constitutively expressing red fluorescent protein, were

aggregated. Following embryo complementation and transfer,

we obtained four lambs that were analysed for mutant vs wild-

type NANOS2 contribution by ddPCR quantification of biop-

sied tissue samples. We identified one lamb with variable

somatic chimerism and intact spermatogonia, indicative of

germline complementation. Our finding provides a basis for

generating chimeric absolute transmitter rams as an alternative

to artificial insemination, potentially accelerating genetic gain

in extensive farming systems.
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The knockout of the HMG-Box domain of the porcine
SRY-gene by CRISPR/Cas RNP microinjection causes
sex reversal in gene-edited pigs

Stefanie Kurtz1, Antje Frenzel1, Andrea Lucas-Hahn1,
Petra Hassel1, Roswitha Becker1, Maren Ziegler1,
Monika Nowak-Imialek1, Brigitte Schlegelberger2,
Gudrun Göhring2, Heiner Niemann3 and Bjoern Petersen1

1Institute of Farm Animal Genetics, Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut,

Mariensee, Neustadt am Rübenberge, Germany; 2Institute of

Human Genetics, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, Ger-

many; 3Twincore, Hannover Medical School, Hannover,

Germany

In mammalian species, the male and female sex are determined

by the presence or absence of the Y chromosome. The sex-

determining region on Y chromosome (SRY) located on the

short arm of the Y chromosome is mainly involved in the

gender determination during embryogenesis. It is expressed in

the male genital ridge at the time of sex determination causing

the formation of primary precursor cells of tubuli seminiferi,

leading to the development of testicle from undifferentiated

gonads.

Mutations within the SRY gene are associated with a male-

to-female sex reversal syndrome in humans and other mam-

malian species such as mice and rabbits. Structurally, the

porcine SRY gene consists of a single exon, similar to the

human SRY gene, with an open reading frame of 624 bp

representing 206 amino acids encoding the testis-determining

transcription factor (TDF). It is specifically expressed in the

male genital ridge at the time of sex determination. The

centrally located ‘‘high mobility group’’-box domain (HMG) of

the SRY protein is responsible for DNA binding and presumed

as the main functional domain of SRY protein.

Furthermore, it displays high similarity between different

species. In previous studies in mice and rabbits, the SRY gene

was knocked out using different targets of the SRY sequence.

However, the direct knockout of the HMG- box domain to

elucidate the function of the HMG- box domain was not

achieved.

For the first time, we successfully generated a knockout of

the HMG-box domain of the porcine SRY gene using

microinjection of two Clustered regularly interspaced short

palindromic repeats (CRISPR)—associated protein-9 nuclease

(Cas9) ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes into pig zygotes.

Mutation within the porcine HMG-box domain resulted in the

development of complete external and internal female genitalia

in genetically male piglets. Uteri and oviducts displayed equal

morphology compared to female wildtype controls, except for
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the ovaries that were smaller in edited piglets. In contrast to the

HMG-box domain deletion, a deletion within the 50 flanking

region of the HMG- box domain was not associated with sex

reversal. The reproductive behavior of these animals will be

further analyzed after reaching sexual maturity. In summary,

this study demonstrates for the first time the main role of the

HMG- box domain of the porcine SRY gene triggering the

male sex determination in pigs. These pigs can serve as a

valuable animal model for the human sex reversal syndrome

and could pave the way to a strategy to use genome editing as a

tool for sex pre-determination in livestock.

Transgenic chickens: unique tools for investigating
development and immune function

H.M. Sang, H. Gilhooley, D. Headon, M. Davey, M. Clinton,
J. Rainger, M. Mcgrew and A. Balic

The Roslin Institute, University of Edinburgh, Easter Bush,

Midlothian, EH25 9PS, U.K.

We have developed a series of transgenic chicken lines in

which fluorescent reporter genes are expressed, either ubiqui-

tously or using specific regulatory sequences directing

expression to cell subsets. The first two transgenic lines

express cytoplasmic and membrane-localised green fluorescent

protein (GFP) under control of the CAGGS (CMV enhancer,

chicken b-action promoter/intron) in all cells of the developing

embryo. The cytoplasmic GFP embryos have been utilized by

many laboratories as donors of embryonic material in trans-

plantation to host embryos to enable lineage analysis of

developmental processes. The membrane-localized GFP

embryos facilitate live imaging of developmental processes

including gastrulation and membrane-fusion in the developing

eye. These two lines have been complemented by an additional

line in which the red fluorescent protein TdTomato is

expressed, allowing transplantation of cells between embryos

both of which can be tracked by florescent protein expression.

A new line that is in development carries a complex

transgene in which Cre-mediated recombination leads to

permanent switching between three different fluorescent pro-

teins (yellow, red and blue) enabling clonal analysis of

developmental processes. When combined with a lineage-

specific Cre-expression transgene this line is generating novel

insights into developmental processes. Lineage-specific fluo-

rescent protein expression has been achieved that identifies

cells of the mononuclear phagocyte lineage using regulatory

sequences of the CSF1-receptor gene. A Runx-1 Reporter line

is being used to exploit the chicken embryo to investigate the

developmental origin of cells of the haematopoietic lineage.

These new tools for studying development in the chicken

embryo are providing valuable resources that can be made

available to researchers who can receive fertile eggs from a

central resource. With the advent of efficient gene editing in

the chicken the value of the chicken embryo as a model for

vertebrate development is being revitalized.

Reproduction of poultry: gamete breeding

Maeve Ballantyne, Alewo Idoko-Akoh, Tsian Hu
and Mike J. McGrew

The Roslin Institute and Royal Dick School of Veterinary

Studies, University of Edinburgh, Easter Bush Campus,

Midlothian, EH25 9RG, UK

Surrogacy by reproductive cell transplantation is central for

production of both highly valued and genome modified

offspring for many vertebrate species. This involves the

transplantation of diploid reproductive cells into a recipient

animal or the transfer of mature ova/embryos into the

reproductive tract. For birds, diploid reproductive cells surro-

gacy in embryos offers numerous advantages as all stages of

embryonic development occur ex vivo in fertile laid eggs.

Chicken primordial germ cells are unique amongst verte-

brate species in that they can be propagated for extensive

periods in vitro and retain germline competence. Small

numbers of cells in the early chicken embryo can be

propagated in culture to increase cells numbers before cryop-

reservation or genetic manipulation. We are developing

methods of using these cells to establish frozen chicken

biobanks for the conservation of avian genetic resources.

We recently produced a sterile female hen through disrup-

tion of the DDX4 gene using TALENs. This bird has a normal

component of germ cells in the early embryo but lacks germ

cells in the female at post-hatch stages. I will discuss our use of

CRISPR/Cas9 to efficiently edit single nucleotides in primor-

dial germ cells and the use of sterile surrogate chicken hosts to

increase germline transmission rates and decrease the time

needed for production of genome edited chicken, a process we

term ‘gamete breeding’.

Generation of alv-j resistant chickens by gene editing

R. Hellmich1, K. Lengyel1, H. Sid1, K. Flisikowski2,
V. Nair3, R. Preisinger4 and B. Schusser1

1Reproductive Biotechnology, TU Munich, Freising, Germany;
2Chair of Livestock Biotechnology, TU Munich, Freising,

Germany; 3The Pirbright Institute, Pirbright, United Kingdom;
4EW GROUP GmbH, Visbek, Germany

Avian Leukosis Virus subgroup J (ALV-J) causes myeloid

leukosis in susceptible avian species, such as turkeys and

chickens. It leads to serious economic losses due to subclinical

infections and tumors. So far, global eradication programs

succeeded only partially and effective vaccines are missing,

consequently ALV-J related problems remain unsolved.

The chicken Na ?/H ? exchanger type1 (chNHE1) has

been identified as the receptor for ALV-J. This receptor

contains a non-conserved tryptophan at amino acid position 38

(W38), which acts as the crucial element for virus entry.

Naturally occurring deletions or substitutions of W38 separate

susceptible from resistant species, thus being a valuable target

for the introduction of disease resistance. Precise mutations of
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W38 in the chicken fibroblast cell line DF-1 have been

demonstrated to confer full resistance to ALV-J in vitro.

The aim of this project is the generation of ALV-J resistant

chickens by gene editing. The editing was performed in

primordial germ cells (PGCs) using the CRISPR/Cas9 system

and a ssODN repair template in order to delete the TGG coding

for W38 of the chNHE1. Transiently transfected PGCs were

sorted and expanded. Single cell clones were checked by

sequencing for the TGG deletion. PGCs with a homozygous

deletion were used to generate genetically modified chickens.

Chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEF) from chNHE1DW38?/?

and chNHE1DW38-/- embryos were isolated and infected

with a modified RCAS virus, bearing the ALV-J envelope

sequence and a GFP reporter gene. The GFP expression was

analysed 2 and 7 days post infection by flow cytometry. While,

the chNHE1DW38-/- CEFs showed no infection, the

chNHE1DW38?/? CEFs were highly susceptible to

RCAS(J)-GFP. Hence, we provide first evidence of the

successfully introduced resistance to ALV-J in vivo in chicken.

Ongoing experiments include the phenotypical evaluation of

modified birds and their challenge with ALV-J in order to

confirm the resistance to highly pathogenic ALV-J strains

in vivo.

CRISPR the easy way: editing the germline by ReMOT
control

Jason Rasgon

Department of Entomology, The Center for Infectious Disease

Dynamics, and the Huck Institutes of The Life Sciences,

Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA

CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing is a powerful tool for addressing

research questions in arthropods. Current approaches rely upon

delivering Cas9 ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP) to arthropod

eggs by embryonic microinjection. However, embryonic

microinjection is challenging, is limited to a small number of

species, and is inefficient even in optimized taxa. We have

developed a technology called Receptor-Mediated Ovary

Transduction of Cargo (ReMOT Control) to specifically deliver

the Cas9 RNP to the insect germline by injection into adult

females. We have developed ovary targeting ligands that

function across the range of arthropod taxonomic diversity, and

have achieved heritable germline CRISPR editing in 7 species

to date. This work is now being translated into vertebrate taxa.

ReMOT Control will dramatically change the landscape of

molecular research, allowing easy, flexible genetic manipula-

tion of a wide variety of vector arthropods and non-model

species.

Large-scale genome-wide CHANGE-seq profiling
of CRISPR-Cas9 therapeutic targets reveals genetic
and epigenetic determinants of activity

Cicera R. Lazzarotto, Nikolay Malinin, Varun Katta,
Yichao Li, Yong Cheng & Shengdar Q. Tsai

Department of Hematology, St. Jude Children’s Research

Hospital, Memphis, TN, USA

Genome editing, technologies for making targeted changes to

the genomes of living cells, have transformed biomedical

research and human medicine. In particular, RNA-guided

CRISPR-Cas nucleases have simplified genome editing as they

can be readily programmed to target new sites. However,

fundamental principles that govern the genome-wide activity

of CRISPR-Cas9 nucleases remain largely unknown as there

are currently no easily scalable methods for defining genome-

wide activity. Here, we describe a novel high-throughput,

unbiased and sensitive method called CHANGE-seq (CIRCLE-

seq High-throughput Analysis of Nuclease Genome-wide

Effects by Sequencing) for defining Cas9 genome-wide

in vitro. CHANGE-seq is based on the principle of selective

sequencing of nuclease-cleaved DNA and uses custom Tn5

transposomes to substantially streamline the process. With

CHANGE-seq, we systematically evaluated the genome-wide

activity of Cas9 for 110 target sites in the early coding exons of

AAVS1, B2M, CBLB, CTLA4, CCR5, CXCR4, FAS, LAG3,

TRAC locus, PDCD1, PTPN2, PTPN6, TRBC1 and identified

202,043 unique on-target and off-target sites. Our large-scale

analysis revealed two simple sequence factors associated with

promiscuous sgRNA activity: protospacer guanine base fre-

quency and information content. G[A base mismatches were

best tolerated at off-target sites, likely due to rG:dT ‘wobble’

base pairing. To define chromatin features associated with

cellular genome editing activity in human primary CD4?/CD8
? T-cells, we performed GUIDE-seq on a subset of sites,

ATAC-seq, and ChIP-seq for 7 histone modifications

(H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9Ac, H3K9me3, H3K27Ac,

H3K27me3, H3K36me3) and found that off-target activity in

cells was enriched at chromatin-accessible regions and those

with histone marks associated with active promoters or

enhancers. To determine the effect of human genetic variation

on genome-wide genome editing activity we evaluated 6 Cas9

targets in 7 individual genomes that have been extensively

characterized by the Genome-In-A-Bottle consortium. For

approximately 4% of off-target sites with genetic variation, we

found significant association with changes in genome-wide

activity as detected by CHANGE-seq, suggesting that it is

important to consider individual-specific genetic variation for

clinical genome editing applications. In sum, CHANGE-seq

enables high-throughput analysis of genome-wide activity

revealing both sequence and epigenetic features associated

with off-target effects and represents a simple, scalable, and

straightforward way to routinely define Cas9 genome-wide

editing activity.

Current regulatory approaches for animal
biotechnology in Brazil

Maria L. Z. Dagli1,3 and Maria Sueli Felipe2,3

1School of Veterinary Medicine and Animal Science of the

University of São Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 2Catholic Univer-

sity of Brasilia, Brasilia, DF, Brazil; 3CTNBIO, Brazil

The National Technical Commission of Biosafety, CTNBio, is

a multidisciplinary collegiate body, created by Brazilian Law

number 11.105, of March 24, 2005, whose purpose is to

provide technical advisory support and advice to the Federal

Government in the formulation, updating and implementation
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of the National Biosafety Policy on GMOs and as the

establishment of technical safety standards and technical

reports relating to the protection of human health, living

organisms and the environment, for activities involving the

construction, experimentation, cultivation, handling, transport-

ing, marketing, consumption, storage, release and disposal of

GMOs and derivatives. CTNBio is linked to the Ministry of

Science, Technology, Innovation and Communications

(MCTIC) of Brazil. Its actions involve the certification

(Certificate of Quality in Biosafety, CQB) of institutions and

companies that work with GMOs, the evaluation of members

of local committees (Internal Committee of Biosafety, CIBio)

for surveillance of the activities, and evaluation of annual

reports from each institution or company that bears a CQB. It is

composed by 27 members and 27 alternates, all PhDs, that

meet monthly in Brasilia. In 2018, CTNBio launched a

Normative Resolution (Normative Resolution No. 16, of

January 15, 2018) that sets forth the technical requirements

for submitting an inquiry to the CTNBio concerning Precision

Breeding Innovation Techniques (TIMPs). The Article 2 of this

Normative Resolution states that in order to determine whether

a product obtained by TIMPs would or not be considered a

GMO and its derivatives, under article 3 of Law 11.105, 2005,

the applicant must submit a letter of inquiry to CTNBio,

including details about such created organism. The final

opinion shall be based on a case-by-case analysis of evidence

of compliance with at least one of the conditions described in

Paragraph 3 of article 1 of the Normative Resolution. Since the

launching of this Normative Resolution, some products have

already been analyzed, and others are under evaluation by

CTNBio.

Detection and characterization of unintended alterations
in the offspring of a genome edited, hornless bull

Amy E. Young1, Tamer A. Mansour2,3, Bret R. McNabb3,
Joseph R. Owen1, Josephine F. Trott1, C. Titus Brown3,
Alison L. Van Eenennaam1

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA; 2Department of Clinical Pathology, School of

Medicine, University of Mansoura, Mansoura, Egypt; 3Depart-

ment of Population Health and Reproduction, School of

Veterinary Medicine, University of California, Davis, CA,

USA

To address the requirement to detect and characterize unin-

tended alterations in genome edited food animals, whole

genome sequencing was performed on a genome-edited dairy

bull carrying two copies of the dominant PC Celtic polled

allele, his six heterozygous (PCp) polled calves, and their

horned (pp) mothers. Bioinformatics analyses revealed the

introgression of donor plasmid along with the PC Celtic allele

at one of the alleles carried by the bull, which was transmitted

to four of his six calves. The other two calves inherited the

intended PC Celtic allele. This finding suggests the need to

screen for plasmid sequence when editing involves the use of a

plasmid containing the repair template sequence. Sequencing

did not reveal any unexpected insertions of the PC sequence at

off-target locations, or perturbed Mendelian inheritance pat-

terns. The study examined relative rates of SNPs and indels in

offspring of edited animals compared to offspring of non-

edited animals and found no differences attributable to the

inheritance of an edited gene. In addition we were able to

evaluate rates of SNPs and indels in different breeds of cattle.

The Horned Hereford breed of cattle in this study had 1–1.5

million fewer SNP variants relative to the bovine reference

genome than dairy breeds. These results underscore the

important impact that breed has on genome variation. Given

the scale of the natural genetic variation that exists between

breeds, and the observation that unpredictable de novo
insertions, substitutions, or deletions occur every meiosis; it

is uncertain how the requirement to detect and characterize

unintended alterations in genome edited food animals can be

fulfilled. There is currently no gold standard bioinformatics

approach for evaluating unintended on and off target alterations

in genome edited animal applications. As a result, different

research groups are creating their own approaches. Some

groups are evaluating spontaneous de novo mutation rates in

trios of sequenced animals, others are looking for evidence of

alterations at predicted off-target locations, while yet others are

focused on unexpected on-target alterations. There is no

obvious way to differentiate between unintended alterations

and spontaneously occurring insertions, substitutions, dele-

tions, and other unpredictable naturally occurring alterations.

An acceptable level of off-target alterations is also unresolved.

Furthermore, it is unclear what risks are uniquely posed by

editing-associated unintentional off-target DNA alterations in

food animals, which are not also equally posed by naturally-

occurring background spontaneous de novo mutations. In the

absence of a defined risk-based hypothesis and standardized

bioinformatics approach, it is likely off-target analyses will be

highly variable between different research groups, resulting in

added expense when using genome editing to introduce

intentional genomic alterations into food animals, with no

clear offsetting benefit in terms of risk reduction.

Naturally PolledTM–Improving the welfare of dairy
cattle

C. Ramage1, S. Ashworth2 and T. Sonstegard3

1Rautaki Solutions Pty Ltd., Melbourne, Victoria 3132, Aus-

tralia; 2Total Livestock Genetics Pty Ltd., Camperdown,

Victoria 3260, Australia; 3Acceligen, 1246 University Avenue

West, Suite 301, St. Paul, MN 55104, USA

Genome editing represents a highly specific and efficient tool

for animal improvement with the potential to rapidly generate

useful novel phenotypes/traits, correct known defects within

elite genetic resources and support animal welfare. The

approach is more precise, targeted and expeditious than

traditional breeding and transgenic approaches.

Recently, gene editing technology was used to produce

polled cattle, eliminating a controversial animal welfare issue

while retaining elite dairy production genetics. Dehorning or

disbudding is the process of removing or stopping the growth

of horns in livestock. Breeding polled (hornless) livestock

removes the need to dehorn or disbud livestock or trim their

horns.

Genetic selection for polled cattle is considered the most

effective means to avoid the need for dehorning. However, the
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inheritance pattern of the polled or horned condition is

relatively complex, and in some breeds (especially dairy

breeds) the horned phenotype is prevalent, and this provides a

major constraint in the use of genetic selection. As such,

advances in genome editing and its application to animal

improvement programs offers a solution to this issue.

This presentation will explore the use of genome editing for

polled and discuss some of the challenges faced in navigating a

pathway to market under an environment of uncertainty.

Impact of gene edited swine in basic and translational
biomedical research

Jorge Piedrahita

Comparative Medicine Institute & College of Veterinary

Medicine, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC, USA

The ability to efficiently introduce gene modifications into

swine opens up the possibility of developing a wide range of

animal models that can impact both basic and translational

biomedical research. The similarities in size and physiology

between humans and swine makes this species uniquely suited

as a translational model. Recent advances in gene editing

technologies now allow for efficiency development of complex

lines of genetically modified pigs. The technical advances,

combined with reduced costs, and the increasing acceptance of

swine as an excellent biomedical model, has led to a rapid

expansion of this field. Gene edited swine are being developed

for applications that range from developing artificial human

organs, to facilitation therapeutic development for a range of

human diseases, to understanding the power and limitations of

gene modifying technologies. Our lab is particularly interested

in the development of swine as models for understanding stem

cell transplantation and the development of artificial organs

and systems. In this presentation I will provide a brief overview

of the state of the technology in swine and examples of models

being developed.

Early cyst formation in a novel porcine model
of polycystic kidney disease

Darren P. Wallace1, Emily A. Daniel1, Archana Raman1,
Christopher J. Ward1, Gail A. Reif1, Timothy A. Fields1,
Peter S. Rowe1, James P. Calvet1, John R. Swart2,

and Christopher S. Rogers2

1The Kidney Institute, University of Kansas Medical Center,

Kansas City, KS, USA; 2Exemplar Genetics, Sioux Center, IA,

USA

Murine models do not faithfully recapitulate important features

of human autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease

(PKD) or its dominant inheritance. There is a need for large

animal models of PKD to investigate early disease mecha-

nisms, identify biomarkers and validate pre-clinical studies.

We used gene targeting to insert a blasticidin cassette into an

intron of PKD1, resulting in a null allele, of the Yucatan

miniature pig. Somatic cell nuclear transfer was used to

generate PKD1?/- cloned pigs. Breeding colonies were

established to generate PKD1?/- and wildtype littermates.

Kidneys were collected at embryonic days 30, 60, 90, newborn

(* 120 embryonic days) and 3, 6, 9 and 12 months postnatal

to evaluate cyst development. Embryonic kidneys were imaged

by micro-CT and postnatal kidneys were sectioned using an

electric tissue slicer and imaged for measurement of cystic

index. We found that embryonic PKD1?/- pig kidneys

developed sporadic cysts and cystic dilations that appeared to

form in clusters, consistent with the proposed mechanism of

early cyst development in human PKD. There was increased

number of proliferating cells in the cystic epithelia compared to

non-cystic tissue. The number of cysts and total cystic area

progressively increased after birth; however, changes in kidney

weight relative to body weight were not significantly different

between PKD1?/- and wildtype pigs. Our results demonstrate

that inactivation of one PKD1 allele induces renal cyst

formation in utero and progressive disease in pigs that

phenocopies human autosomal dominant PKD.

Derivation of expanded potential stem cells
from porcine embryos

Monika Nowak-Imialek1, Xuefei Gao2, Pentao Liu2 and
Heiner Niemann3

1Department of Biotechnology, Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut,

Mariensee, Germany; 2The University of Hong Kong, Li Ka

Shing Faculty of Medicine, School of Biomedical Sciences,

Stem cell and regenerative medicine consortium, 5 Sassoon

Road, Pokfulam, Hong Kong; 3Hannover Medical School,

TwinCore, Hannover, Germany

The domestic pig is an excellent large animal model in

biomedical research due its close genetic physiological and

anatomical similarities to humans. However, the lack of true

pluripotent embryonic stem cells limits the value of the pig for

testing stem cells-based therapies.

Here, we describe the establishment of porcine expanded

potential stem cells (pEPSCs) from preimplantation embryos

using defined culture conditions. The pEPSCs exhibited typical

stem cells morphology, formed compact colonies with high

nuclear/cytoplasmic ratios and could be maintained in vitro for

more than 40 passages with a normal karyotype. Expression of

pluripotency genes, including OCT4, NANOG, SOX2 and

SALL4 in pEPSCs was similar as in porcine blastocysts and

demethylation at the OCT4 and NANOG promoter regions was

demonstrated. Porcine EPSCs differentiated in vitro into

derivatives of the three germ layers and produce primordial

germ cell-like cells (PGCLCs). Significantly, trophoblast stem

cell-like cells can be generated from porcine EPSCs. Next, we

examined pEPSCs in vivo differentiation potential, and

injected pEPSCs expressing the CAG-H2B-mCherry transgene

reporter into porcine embryos. After in vitro culture, the donor

cells proliferated and were localized in both the TE and ICM of

the blastocysts. After transfer to three recipient sows, chimeric

embryos implanted and a total of 45 fetuses were recovered on

days 26–28. In two chimeras mCherry? cells could be detected

in both the placenta and embryonic tissue, in three chimeric

conceptuses mCherry? cells were exclusively found in embry-

onic tissues and in two conceptuses mCherry? cells were

exclusively in the placenta.
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The establishment of pEPSCs represents a major step

forward in stem cell research and provide new cell lines for

porcine genetic engineering and clarifying the mechanism of

pluripotency regulation in pigs.

Derivation of bovine embryonic stem cells under defined
culture conditions

Pablo Ross

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA

Derivation and long-term culture of bovine embryonic stem

cells (bESCs) was recently reported. Bovine ESCs were

cultured on inactivated mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF)

and CTFR medium, which consists of Custom TeSR1 (devoid

of TGFb1) supplemented with 20 ng/mL FGF2 and 2.5 lM

IWR1, an inhibitor of the canonical WNT pathway. To

simplify bESCs derivation and culture we adapted CTFR

bESCs to an N2B27 base medium and to feeder free

conditions. N2B27 medium supplemented with FGF2 and

IWR1 (NBFR) required supplementation with BSA for main-

taining homogeneous pluripotency factor expression. In its

final formulation, NBFR condition allowed for efficient

isolation of bESCs from IVF, SCNT, and parthenogenetic

blastocysts. Cells cultured in NBFR maintained stable kary-

otype and pluripotency marker expression after long term

culture ([ 30 passages). Vitronectin and Matrigel coated plates

were successfully used for feeder-free expansion of both CTFR

and NBFR bESCs, but only when the medium was supple-

mented with Activin A. In feeder free conditions, cells

maintained genetic and phenotypic stability for more than 10

passages. Furthermore, bESCs grown in feeder free condition

could be efficiently edited using CRISPR-Cas9 system deliv-

ered by lipofection. The establishment of bESCs in simplified

culture conditions represents an advance for the study of

pluripotency and lineage specification in cattle, and an

attractive system for developing genetically engineered ani-

mals and in vitro breeding schemes.

Poster Abstracts

Multi-modified xenodonor pigs by transgene stacking
and CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome editing

B. Rieblinger1, K. Fischer1, A. Kind1, E. Wolf2,
R. Schwinzer3, A. Schnieke1

1Chair of Livestock Biotechnology, School of Life Science

Weihenstephan, Technische Universität München, Freising,

Germany; 2Chair of Molecular Animal Breeding and Biotech-

nology, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München,

Oberschleissheim, Germany; 3Transplantationslabor, Medi-

zinische Hochschule Hannover, Hannover, Germany

Clinically effective xenodonor pigs require multiple genetic

modifications, such as addition of xenoprotective transgenes

and inactivation of endogenous porcine genes.

Transgenes are best grouped at a permissive locus within

the porcine genome that supports high expression and allows

subsequent addition of further xenoprotective genes. This

avoids transgene segregation, simplifies breeding of the

xenodonor animals and ensures a ready supply of porcine

organs and tissues for transplantation. We used transgene

stacking to place a human CD55 minigene adjacent to a

previously introduced heme oxygenase 1 (HO-1) construct at

the porcine ROSA26 locus and generated a transgenic pig by

nuclear transfer. Analysis of this animal revealed abundant

transgene expression in all organs examined and almost

complete protection of transgenic kidney fibroblasts against

human complement-mediated lysis.

In addition, xenoreactive antigens that cause antibody-

mediated rejection in the recipient need to be eliminated from

porcine cell surfaces. The most important carbohydrate anti-

gens are aGal, Neu5Gc and Sda which bind to human

antibodies and induce hyperacute- or acute vascular rejection.

To produce pigs deficient in important xenoreactive antigens,

sgRNAs directed against the genes responsible were combined

on a single vector and multiplexed CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing

performed. Multi-edited cells were used for nuclear transfer

and pigs with functional knockouts of important genes

encoding xenoreactive antigens generated. Our in vitro data

are encouraging and suggest that inactivation of these genes

will have beneficial effects on xenograft survival.

Generating PERV-free donor pigs
for xenotransplantation

M. Li, W. Qin, Y. Kan, L. Lamriben, D. Goswami,
H. George, A. Wang, R. Anand, W. Westlin, L. Yang

eGenesis, 300 Technology Square, Suite 301, Cambridge, MA,

USA

Xenotransplantation is a promising strategy to solve the organ

shortage crisis for patients suffering from end stage organ

failure. In addition to immunological incompatibility between

pigs and humans, the risk of cross-species transmission of

porcine endogenous retroviruses (PERVs) has impeded the

clinical application of this approach. Using CRISPR-Cas9, we

successfully inactivated all PERV elements in porcine primary

cells and generated live and healthy pigs via somatic cell

nuclear transfer. In addition, we showed that PERV inactivated

alleles can be transmitted through the germline and segregated

among the offspring and there is no retransmission from the

sow to the offspring. Our study highlighted the value of PERV

inactivation to prevent cross-species viral transmission and

demonstrated the successful production of PERV-inactivated

animals to address the safety concern in clinical

xenotransplantation.

Contributions:

Yinan Kan, PERV CRISPR targeting strategy, targeting

protocol, genotyping strategy

Lydia Lamriben, EG37 and EG47 PERV KO clones

Mailin Li, PERV KO clone screening, pig genotyping

Dharmendra Goswami, MiSeq analysis

Haydy George, MiSeq organization and submission
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Alice Wang, pig genotyping, PERV KO EF and FF cell line

derivation

Ranjith Anand, pig genotyping

A swine model of glioblastoma induced by somatic gene
modification

B. R. Tschida, D. J. Duerre, M. E. Taisto, A. E. Rizzardi,
S. Solin, A. L. Watson

Recombinetics Inc., 1246 University Avenue W., Suite 301, St.

Paul, MN 55104 USA

New, effective treatments for glioblastoma (GBM), the most

common and malignant primary brain tumor, are needed since

the standard of care universally fails to cure patients. GBM

therapeutic development is hampered by the lack of relevant

large animal models with high translational value for preclin-

ical studies. To mitigate this problem, we are developing a

model of GBM in outbred, immune-proficient swine which

have comparable brain size and anatomy to humans. Brain

tumors will be driven by somatic alterations to major signaling

pathways frequently altered in human GBM and will express a

secreted tumor growth reporter detectable in the peripheral

blood. These alterations and reporter will be induced by

stereotactic injections delivering gene expression cassettes on

transposons and CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing tools to the

subventricular brain cells of live swine. We have developed

and deployed these gene-editing tools, demonstrating their

efficacy in swine cells. We have identified stereotactic

coordinates to reproducibly target the lateral ventricles of

neonatal swine brains and have demonstrated successful gene

delivery to cells at these coordinates. Stable, persistent

transposon integration and clonal expansion of modified cells

has been confirmed by sequencing transposon-genomic DNA

junctions in brain tissue six-months post-injection. To induce

GBM-like tumors, we have introduced gene delivery and gene

editing reagents to alter six major human GBM-associated

signaling pathways in a cohort of swine. Resulting tumors will

be examined molecularly to detect the pathway-associated

transposons and CRISPR/Cas9-induced mutations in tumor

tissue and determine the resemblance to human GBM. This

somatic cell gene-modification platform will be adaptable,

allowing on-demand inclusion of preclinical study-relevant

alterations in GBM tumors, and will allow the rapid develop-

ment of tumors histologically and genetically similar to human

GBM, which will be valuable for pre-clinical therapeutic

studies, imaging studies using human clinical grade equipment,

and surgical technique development.

Porcine cancer models

D. Kalla, T. Flisikowska, A. Kind, A. Schnieke

Chair of Livestock Biotechnology, Technical University of

Munich, Freising, Germany

The understanding of cancer has advanced considerably in

recent years, aided by the study of defined oncogenic mutations

introduced into mice. Genetically modified non-rodent species,

notably pigs, can provide complementary information and are

especially valuable in translational, preclinical studies. Pigs

resemble humans in body size, key aspects of their anatomy

and are relatively long-lived, enabling longitudinal studies of

disease progression and remission. Our group is replicating key

human genetic lesions in pigs to model a series of cancers.

We have generated a porcine model of familial adenoma-

tous polyposis (FAP), an inherited predisposition to colorectal

cancer, by introducing a truncating mutation into the endoge-

nous porcine adenomatous polyposis coli gene, APC1311
orthologous to human APC1309. The porcine disease pheno-

type closely resembles early stage human FAP with

adenomatous polyps developing in the colon and rectum.

We have also generated pigs with latent Cre-inducible

oncogenic KRASG12D and TP53R167H (orthologous to mouse

Trp53R172H and human TP53R175H) mutations that can be

activated by Cre delivered locally (e.g. via AAV vectors), or in

a tissue-specific manner to replicate a series of cancers, with a

particular focus on pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC)

and juvenile osteosarcoma. This is aided by our development

of a dual fluorescent reporter pig line that provides a visual

indication of sites of Cre recombinase activity.

Work with whole animals is complemented by primary

porcine organoid culture, which we have established for

colonic crypts as well as pancreatic ducts. These in vitro

systems can be used to study the genetic mechanisms

underlying cancer progression, e.g. by gene-edited inactivation

of tumor suppressor genes, thus representing a valuable tool to

refine our porcine cancer models.

Preclinical drug evaluation in a genetically engineered
minipig model of Neurofibromatosis Type 1

S.H. Osum1, A.O. Stemmer-Rachamimov2,
B.C. Widemann3, E. Dombi3, J. Vitte4, S. Dahiya5,
T. Rizvi6, N. Ratner6, L. Messiaen7, D.H. Gutmann8,
M. Giovannini4, C.L. Moertel1, 9, D.A. Largaespada1,9,
A.L. Watson10

1Masonic Cancer Center, University of Minnesota, Min-

neapolis, MN 55455; 2Department of Pathology,

Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA 02114; 3Pediatric

Oncology Branch, Center for Cancer Research, National

Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD 20892;
4

Department of Head

and Neck Surgery, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

and Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center (JCCC), University

of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90095; 5Division

of Neuropathology, Department of Pathology, Washington

University School of Medicine, St. Louis MO 63110; 6Division

of Experimental Hematology and Cancer Biology, Department

of Pediatrics, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, University of

Cincinnati, OH 45229; 7Medical Genomics Laboratory,
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We have employed gene-editing technology to create a

Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) minipig that replicates the

broad spectrum of disease that develops in NF1 patients and
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meets the National Institute of Health’s diagnostic criteria for

NF1. The NF1 boars are fertile and the NF1 mutant allele is

transmitted at a Mendelian rate with no reduction in fitness of

offspring that inherit this allele. To date, we have observed

100% penetrance of café au lait macules, a phenotype that

occurs in nearly every NF1 patient, but has never been

demonstrated in any other animal model. The NF1 minipig

develops cutaneous neurofibromas and optic pathway glioma,

that histologically resemble human tumors. Additionally, we

have observed other NF1-associated phenotypes including

Lisch nodules, tibial dysplasia, white matter decompaction,

hypopigmentation, and freckling of the skin. The FDA has

emphasized the need for development and testing of new

therapies in large animal disease models prior to human

studies. Therefore, we have conducted pharmacological studies

in our NF1 swine to look at the pharmacokinetic and

pharmacodynamic properties MEK inhibitors, currently in

clinical trials for NF1. We have demonstrated that oral

administration of the MEK inhibitors results in clinically

relevant plasma levels of the drug and inhibition of Ras

signaling, and that certain MEK inhibitors can cross the blood

brain barrier and have a pharmacodynamic effect, suggesting

that they may be effective in treating NF1-associated brain

tumors. We envision this large animal model of NF1 will

become a standard in the evaluation of the safety and efficacy

of new drugs prior to Phase I clinical trials. Further, an NF1

minipig may enable researchers to better understand the

biological and genetic mechanisms underlying this complex

disease, detect NF1-related tumors earlier, identify biomarkers,

discover novel drug targets, and test new drugs and combina-

tion therapies for safety and efficacy.

Funding provided by the Children’s Tumor Foundation,

NF1 Synodos

Analyzing the role of cd T-cells in chickens by reverse

genetics

R. Hellmich1, D. Aumann1, H. Sid1, C. Zenner, B. Kaspers2,
B. Schusser1

1Reproductive Biotechnology, Technical University Munich,

Germany; 2Institute for Animal Physiology, LMU Munich,

Germany

cd T-cells are important effector cells of the immune system.

Research in man and mice has shown their crucial role in

resistance against infections, their ability to support tissue

homeostasis and their innate-like features. Like in mammals,

the chicken T-cell population consists of two major subtypes,

one expressing the ab T-cell receptors and the other expressing

the cd T-cell receptors. Contrary to humans and mice, the

prevalence of cd T-cells in chickens, as well as in swine and

cattle, is as high as 50% of the peripheral blood lymphocytes.

This makes cd T-cells the most frequent T-cells in chickens

suggesting a critical role in immune defense and beyond.

However, previous attempts to unravel their in vivo func-

tion have failed due to the lack of appropriate tools. To

overcome this limitation we aimed at establishing a chicken

line completely lacking cd T-cells using reverse genetics. cd
T-cell knockout birds were successfully generated by targeting

the constant region of the T-cell receptor c-chain via homology

directed repair associated with the CRISPR/Cas9 system.

The absence of cd T-cells, but no other lymphocytes was

confirmed by flow cytometry. A detailed phenotypical charac-

terization of these chickens allows first valuable insights into

the impact of this T-cell population on the immune system.

Here we focus on variations within immune cell populations as

well as on the intestine—a highly cd T-cell enriched organ,

including its integrity, immunological profile and changes

within the microbiome. Ongoing experiments aim to uncover

the function of cd T-cells in the host defense against pathogens.

Milk from lysozyme transgenic goats influences gene
expression in the intestine in a pig model of malnutrition

R.M. Pinho, E.A. Maga

Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA

Milk from transgenic goats containing human lysozyme (hLZ)

has shown beneficial effects on microbiome composition,

gastro-intestinal (GI) morphology and clinical condition of pigs

challenged with Escherichia coli and malnourishment, helping

in the prevention and recovery from infection. However, these

effects are not completely explained by the anti-microbial

activity of lysozyme and the phenotypic data from the animals

suggest an interplay between diet and gene expression. To test

this hypothesis, RNA-seq was performed on ileum samples of

malnourished young pigs supplemented with hLZ milk, regular

goat milk or with no milk supplementation. Samples were

collected from four animals of each group for RNA extraction

and library preparation using standard protocols. Illumina

sequencing (HighSeq3000) was carried out with single end,

100 bp libraries. The RNA-seq data was processed using

Trimmomatic, Salmon, Kallisto, DEseq2, EdgeR and pathway

analysis run with RDAVIDWebService and ReactomePA.

Significant differently expressed genes (DEG, 84) were found

between the groups fed with hLZ milk and pigs with no milk

supplementation and pathways such as immune and inflam-

matory response were increased in the group with no milk

supplementation. The difference between goat milk and no

milk supplementation was almost non-existent with only 2

DEG (MRAP2 and GALC) associated with sphingolipid

metabolism. This data suggests that the milk from the

lysozyme transgenic goats has a greater impact on gene

regulation in ileum than goat milk alone and that this impact is

not only due to the calorie intake from the milk.

Generation of androgen receptor knockout chicken
using CRISPR/Cas9 system

K. Lengyel1,2, I. Eroglu1, R. Hellmich1, H. Sid1, M. Gahr2*,
B. Schusser1*

1Reproductive Biotechnology, Technical University of

Munich, Freising, Germany; 2Department of Behavioral Neu-

robiology, Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, Seewiesen,

Germany
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Androgens play a key role in male sexual development in most

vertebrates. Androgens interact with the androgen receptor

(AR), leading to direct regulation of gene expression. The AR

is a member of the nuclear receptor superfamily and consists of

three domains, a DNA-binding domain, a ligand (hormone)-

binding domain and a NH2-terminal domain. Androgens bind

to the ligand-binding domain and induce transcriptional

regulation and structural changes.

The expression of AR in chickens has previously been

studied. However, its exact role during the chicken sexual

development is still poorly understood. The goal of this work is

to generate genetically engineered chickens with a knockout of

the androgen receptor. By deletion of the AR it will be feasible

to reveal the role of androgens in chicken sexual development

in vivo.

Homologues directed repair in combination with CRISPR/

Cas9 was applied to target Exon 2, containing the DNA

binding domain, of the chicken AR. We designed a repair

construct consisting of a selectable marker cassette and regions

of homology surrounding the target DNA sequence. The

CRISPR/Cas9 system was used to target the AR more

efficiently and integrate the repair construct by the homologous

repair pathway. Targeting was performed in chicken primordial

germ cells (PGC) and the correct modification was proofed by

PCR, digital droplet PCR and sequencing of the resulting

clonal PGC populations. PGCs were injected into the vascu-

lature system of H13-15 embryos to create germline chimeras.

Chimeras were raised to sexual maturity and sperm was tested

by semi-quantitative PCR. Most promising chimeras were bred

to wild type hens to produce heterozygous ARKO?/- chickens.

The phenotype of the homozygous ARKO-/- knockout

chickens is currently analyzed in order to reveal the influence

of androgens on sexual development as well as on other organ

systems.

Unravelling crustacean body plan evolution through
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing

E. Jarvis (Sponsored by Synthego)

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA, USA

Homeotic transformations reveal the genetic and developmen-

tal architecture that underlies animal body plans. Most iconic

of these are the striking transformation of arthropod appen-

dages that result from the mutation of individual Homeotic

(Hox) genes. Within the arthropods, the most detailed studies

of Hox gene function have been carried out in the two insects,

Drosophila melanogaster and Tribolium castaneum. For both

of these species, the genes of the Bithorax Complex, Ubx, abd-

A, and Abd-B, obey rules of posterior prevalence. We have

recently developed the amphipod crustacean, Parhyale
hawaiensis, as a new research organism for understanding

the development and evolution of arthropod body plans. To do

this, we have taken advantage of genetic manipulations that

include creating transgenic individuals to misexpress and

knockdown (via RNAi) individual Hox genes. More recently,

we have added CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing to the techniques

used to probe Hox function and extended our analysis to

include creating double and even triple mutant combinations

amongst the Hox genes. Our analysis reveals striking

differences between insects and Parhyale in the cross-regula-

tion and interaction between Hox genes, including the absence

of the rules of posterior between Ubx, abd-A, and Abd-B.

These results reveal how crustaceans are able to generate the

large diversity of limbs that they possess on their thorax and

abdomen, and some key steps in the evolutionary diversifica-

tion of crustacean body plans.

Developing the chicken egg as a medical device

M. E. Woodcock1, D. Dlugolenski2, M. L. Tizard1,
A. G. D. Bean1, K. A. Jenkins1, J. Stambas2, T. J. Doran1

1CSIRO Australian Animal Health Laboratory, Geelong,

Victoria, Australia; 2Deakin University, Geelong, Victoria,

Australia

The poultry layer industry culls half of the chickens hatched for

egg production when chicks are sexed as males. Layer line

genetics have been refined over decades through selective

breeding to maximize egg production rather than muscle mass,

so it is uneconomical to raise male chicks for meat. To address

concerns from industry and the public regarding male culling,

we have developed a system to screen out male chicks at point

of lay using a genetic marker. This system presents a platform

for including additional genetic tools or high value products to

be coded into the chicken genome for medical applications. For

example, using chicken-specific promoters we can drive

expression of biopolymers in albumin (egg white), using the

egg as a self-contained bio-refinery. Our aim is to enhance the

micro-environment in the egg to enhance production of human

influenza vaccine. The vaccine inoculum adapts to the higher

levels of an a2,3 cell receptor in egg embryonic tissue,

reducing its immunogenicity; in humans the cell receptors are

a2,6. We have successfully converted the egg receptors by

transfecting chicken cell cultures with the human SIAT1 gene,

that elevates the level of a2,6 receptor. We have begun

generation of a transgenic line of chickens which expresses

SIAT1, so that their embryonated eggs will produce human flu

vaccine virus with reduced effects of egg-adaption and

enhanced efficacy. Gene integrations on the Z (male deter-

mining) chromosome will also allow us to include birds from

this line in a sex selection breeding program.

Stable insertion of mouse Mx gene enhances resistance
to avian influenza virus in chicken DF1 cells

D. R. Kapczynski, K. Chrzastek, K. Segovia

U.S. National Poultry Research Center, ARS, USDA, Athens,

GA, USA

Avian influenza (AI) is a highly contagious, agriculturally

relevant disease that can severely affect the poultry industry

and the national food supply and safety. While control

strategies for poultry against AIV is dependent on biosecurity

and vaccine application, enhancing genetic resistance against

the virus is a goal of many laboratories. Innate resistance to

influenza infections occurs through rapid gene expression of

host cells, including Myxovirus resistance (Mx) gene. Mx

proteins are large GTPases that directly interact with viral
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proteins. In mice, the Mx1 gene is a critical and decisive

determinant of resistance to influenza virus. Humans have a

related gene, MxA, encoding a protein that is also effective in

restricting replication of influenza virus in vivo and in vitro.

Chickens have a single Mx gene with multiple alleles.

However, there are conflicting reports on the effectiveness of

the chicken protein against avian influenza virus (AIV). In

these studies, using the miniTol2 transposon system we

inserted the mouse Mx1 gene, under control of the chicken

Mx promoter, to determine if expression would enhance

resistance to AIV. Following transfection that included GFP

marker gene, single cell clones were prepared via flow

cytometry with cell sorting. Expression of the mouse Mx1

gene was confirmed through RT-PCR as well as western blot

analysis. Infection studies were performed with H6N2, H5N2

and H7N2 AIV. Results demonstrate increased resistance to

viral growth in cells expressing the Mx1 gene (fold reduction

ranged from 1 to 2 log10). These results demonstrate that

mouse Mx could be useful for enhanced protection of AI in

birds.

Control strategies for fighting ‘Flu’

H. Salvesen, S. Lillico, P. Digard, B. Whitelaw

The Roslin Institute, The University of Edinburgh, Easter Bush

Campus, UK

Influenza A Virus (IAV) is a capable of jumping species

barriers and reassorting its eight genomic segments to rapidly

generate novel viral strains. The Spanish ‘Flu arose from a

reassortment event in a porcine host during co-infection in a

pig with a human Influenza. Highly virulent factors humans

were naı̈ve to were combined with a virus that kept the ability

to transmit between humans effectively, spawning the most

severe pandemic in human history.

Control strategies for IAV can be categorised as either pre-

emptive or responsive. The main pre-emptive strategy is IAV

vaccination programs, however there is minimal appetite or

ability to globally implement such programs, in humans or in

IAV susceptible livestock. Responsive methods such as

medication are limited, even for humans, due to viral resistance

and costs. Biosecurity requires strict quarantining, and in

livestock culling is often applied as rapid but crude approach.

Responsive methods are costly, difficult to enforce and lag

behind transmission, which precedes symptom presentation.

A novel approach to control of zoonotic transmission that

would complement current control techniques is gene-editing

of livestock to confer resistance. Preventing livestock from

becoming infected would improve on-farm welfare standards

for the livestock themselves, whilst for humans the cost of IAV

surveillance is minimised, and the potential for a human

pandemic to arise from novel reassorted IAV is reduced.

With zoonoses representing 70% of emergent diseases, a

full arsenal of control techniques will be required to counteract

their increasing prevalence. With historical precedence, novel

IAV emergence is a genuine concern for pigs, farmers and the

global population which would be enveloped by a pandemic

outbreak. Validating IAV resistance targets for translation into

commercial breeding programs could provide a powerful tool

in our fight to control the pathogens knocking on the door.

Genetic biocontrol and population replacement
via synthetic genetic incompatibility

M. Maselko1, A. Upadhyay223, S. Heinsch2, S. Das2,
N. Feltman2, A. Peterson3, M. B. O’Connor3,
M. J. Smanski1,4

1Department of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University,

Sydney, Australia; 2Biotechnology Institute, University of

Minnesota, Twin Cities, USA; 3Department of Genetics, Cell

Biology, and Development, University of Minnesota, Twin

Cities, USA; 4Department of Biochemistry, Molecular Biol-

ogy, and Biophysics, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities,

USA

Synthetic Genetic Incompatibility (SGI) is a method to

engineer post-zygotic reproductive barriers into populations

of sexually reproducing organisms. This barrier is generated by

(1) introducing a mutation in the promoter of a tightly

regulated gene (e.g. a developmental morphogen) and (2)

engineering the organism with the mutated promoter to express

a programmable transcriptional activator that is targeted to the

wild-type sequence. Reproduction between the engineered

‘synthetic-species’ and a wild-type organism results in off-

spring where the programmable transcriptional activator can

bind to the wild-type promoter and drive overexpression of the

target gene. Target gene overexpression can be designed to

either result in sterility or death of the hybrid offspring.

SGI has potential applications for population replacement

and genetic biocontrol of pest organisms. Population replace-

ment with synthetic species incapable of vectoring disease may

be desirable in settings where sustained biocontrol efforts are

not practical. Biocontrol mechanisms involve the release of

males which produce non-viable/sterile offspring when mated

to wild females.

Combining SGI with conditional embryonic/larval female-

lethal (FL) genetic circuits provides opportunities for sex-

sorting and the production of males ready for release without

the need for mechanical isolation and irradiation of males. SGI-

FL systems would also enable ‘self-stocking’ by releasing adult

males and females into the wild where mating between

engineered organisms produces only engineered males. This

in situ amplification would be limited to the reproductive life of

the originally released females.

Data demonstrating the proof of concept for SGI in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae as well preliminary results for its

development in Drosophila melanogaster will be presented.

Agent based population models of SGI based genetic biocon-

trol systems will also be discussed.

Developing a CRISPR-Cas9 gene drive for pest control

G.R. McFarlane, G. Gorjanc, C. Proudfoot,
C.B.A Whitelaw, S.G. Lillico

The Roslin Institute, University of Edinburgh, UK

In agriculture and wildlife, invasive pests are well known:

rabbits and cane toads in Australia, grey squirrel in the UK, and

the omnipresent infestation of rodents around the globe.

Invasive vertebrate pests impact the environment, economy

and society. Current control methods are costly and largely
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inadequate, and they often lead to unwanted suffering in target

and non-target species. Gene drives that enable super-

mendelian inheritance of a transgene may offer a more cost-

effective, humane and species-specific alternative than current

methods. We set out to develop and test a safe-guarded gene

drive system, known as a split gene drive, that aims to spread

female infertility through a laboratory-contained mouse pop-

ulation. Using mouse embryonic stem cell technology, we

developed a CRISPR-Cas9 split gene drive which disrupts an

essential female fertility gene and confers a recessive female-

infertility phenotype. Split drive harbouring embryonic stem

cells were developed using plasmid donor-DNA and a

combination of SpCas9 ribonucleic protein and plasmid-based

AsCas12a endonuclease. Engineered cells were validated using

PCR, digital PCR and Sanger sequencing. A breeding popu-

lation of split gene drive mice is being established to study the

transmission frequency and phenotypic impact of the drive

system in a model mouse population. The findings could help

guide the development of safe gene drive systems for

vertebrate pest management.

Harnessing a viral protein for efficient homologous
recombination during mammalian genome editing

C. A. Pinzon1,3, D. Carrillo2,3, N. Moreno3,

J. Saavalainen1,4, D. Schmitz1, M. C. Golding3,
J. Wu1, C. R. Long3

1Department of Molecular Biology, UT Southwestern, Dallas,

Texas, USA; 2Escuela de Medicina Veterinaria, Universidad de

Antioquia, Medellin Colombia; 3Veterinary Physiology and

Pharmacology, Texas A&M University, College Station,

Texas, USA; 4Department of Life Sciences, University of

Glasgow, Glasgow, UK

Efficient and precise genome editing requires the introduction

of a double strand break (DSB) at a predetermined genomic

location and its repair by homologous recombination (HR).

Although CRISPR-Cas9 allows for efficient DSBs at a given

genomic locus, the lack of control over cell intrinsic DNA

repair mechanisms, including error-prone non-homologous

end-joining (NHEJ) and error-free HR, constitutes the major

bottleneck for seamless genome editing. The DNA-dependent

protein kinase (DNA-PK), composed of the Ku 70–Ku 80

heterodimer and the DNA-PK catalytic subunit (DNA-PKcs), is

best known as the NHEJ molecular sensor for DNA damage,

but has also been identified as a pattern recognition receptor

(PRR) that interacts with the Cyclic GMP-AMP synthase

(cGAS) to defend against the invasion of foreign nucleic acids.

Here we devised a novel strategy that capitalizes on the natural

ability of the vaccinia virus (VACV) C16 protein to inhibit the

detection of the VACV genome by the host cytoplasmic PRR

defenses, specifically the Ku-mediated DNA sensing. We

evaluated the effects of this protein on HR activity by flow

cytometry with a CRISPR-Cas9 induced BFP to GFP conver-

sion assay in HEK293 cells. We found that C16 was able to

improve HR rates independent of its nuclear or cytoplasmic

location, with a nuclear localized C16 achieving the highest

HR rates * twofold increase (10% HR) compared to control.

When enriching for cells that express the nuclear localized

C16, we found that HR rates increased * fourfold (30%HR).

Future evaluation of C16 benefit in in vivo genome editing

experiments and better understanding of its molecular interac-

tions, may enable highly efficient homologous recombination

in the future. Our work creates a novel tool and highlights the

potential to exploit viral offence mechanisms for precise

genome editing.

Generation and functional characterization of Cas9
expressing chicken

D. Bartsch1, H. Sid1, D. Wise2, J. Kaufman2, I. Hagag3,
B. Kaufer3, B. Schusser1

1Reproductive Biotechnology, Technical University Munich,

Germany; 2Department of Pathology, University of Cam-

bridge, England; 3Institute of Virology, Freie Universität

Berlin, Germany

For a long time, the unique avian reproductive system

hampered the use of reverse genetics in chicken. Recently,

these barriers were overcome with the establishment of a

primordial germ cell (PGC) culture system and the ability to

genetically modify these cells. This makes the chicken an even

more important model organism in research areas such as

physiology, microbiology, immunology and developmental

biology. However, the processes involved in the generation of

genetically modified chickens are very costly and time-

consuming. Implementation of modern genetic tools such as

the CRISPR/Cas9 system in avian species enables a convenient

method to produce genetically modified animals.

In this study, we generated genetically modified chickens

that constitutively express Cas9 under a chicken beta actin

promotor. Single integration of Cas9 was shown by digital

droplet

PCR and expression in different organs was verified by

Western Blot analysis. The functionality of Cas9 was demon-

strated by transfection of chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEFs)

with synthetic guide RNAs that led to the formation of

INDELs. Besides CEFs, we also delivered guide RNAs to cells

such as primary lymphocytes that are normally hard to

transfect and modify. Subsequently, Cas9 activity was also

shown in vivo by using the RCAS retroviral vector system to

deliver a guide RNA against ß2 m leading to the loss of surface

class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC-I) expression.

Reduced numbers of MHC-I expressing cells and INDEL

formation demonstrated Cas9 activity in vivo and showed that

the RCAS system can be used to deliver guide RNAs.

Overall, we describe a new genetically modified chicken

that will be a useful tool to quickly modify hard to transfect

cells, perform tissue specific knockout by targeted delivery of

guide RNAs and speed up the process of generating genetically

modified chickens.
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Genetic engineering of the porcine embryo

B. Klinger, K. Fischer, W. Liang, T. Winogrodzki,
A. Schnieke

Chair of Livestock Biotechnology, TU Munich, Freising,

Germany

Introduction: Direct manipulation of porcine zygotes can

‘fast-track’ the production of genetically modified pigs for

biomedical applications such as xenotransplantation and mod-

elling human disease. The current method of choice is

microinjection of CRISPR/Cas9 components to introduce

indels, or together with single strand DNA templates to effect

homologous sequence replacement in the genome of individual

embryos. We have established and optimized techniques for

production of gene-edited and multiplex gene-edited pigs based

on slaughterhouse-sourced ovaries: in vitro maturation of

oocytes, cryoconservation of sperm, in vitro fertilization, gene-

editing, and embryo culture to produce blastocyst stage

embryos suitable for embryo transfer and the generation of

living offspring.

Methods: Porcine oocytes were collected from follicles with a

diameter of 3–6 mm from ovaries sourced from a local

slaughterhouse and matured in vitro. Samples of frozen sperm

best suited for in vitro fertilisation were identified by quanti-

fying and comparing the efficiency of forming blastocyst stage

embryos. Conditions that minimized the incidence of polysper-

mic fertilization were identified by lacmoid staining of

pronuclei. CRISPR/Cas9 components with or without ssDNA

HDR templates were introduced by intracytoplasmic microin-

jection. PCR amplification and DNA sequencing of the target

regions was used to identify gene editing events.

Results: We obtained blastocyst formation rates of on average

20% of the total amount of collected oocytes after in vitro

fertilization, and on average 12% after in vitro fertilization and

microinjection. Analysis of blastocysts revealed 43% carried

the desired modifications. Work has recently progressed to the

production of gene-edited live animals. In a trial experiment,

injected blastocysts were transferred into two recipient sows,

one pregnancy was established and modified live-born animals

were obtained.

Conclusion: The combination of in vitro embryo production

with cytoplasmic microinjection of gene editing components is

an effective means of generating genetically modified pigs that

avoids many of the drawbacks of nuclear transfer.

Electroporation of bovine parthenogenetic embryos
with CRISPR/Cas9 ribonucleoprotein after laser zona
drilling

L. S. A. Camargo1, J. Owen2, P. J. Ross2

1Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation (Embrapa) – Juiz

de Fora, MG, Brazil; 2Department of Animal Science,

University of California, Davis, Davis, CA, USA

Genome editing in mice, rats and pigs can be achieved by

electroporation of zygotes with CRISPR/Cas9 system making

it easier, faster and less laborious than using cytoplasmic

microinjection. In addition, some reports indicate that, in

mouse, zona thinning is beneficial for efficient

ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) electroporation. However, reports

of bovine zygote electroporation for gene editing are scarce.

This study evaluated the ability of electroporation to delivery

ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) composed of Cas9 protein and two

synthetic single guides RNAs (sgRNAs) to bovine partheno-

genetic zygotes with intact or laser-drilled zona pellucida.

In vitro matured oocytes were activated with ionomycin and

DMAP after which they were randomly distributed to three

groups: control, electroporation only (E) or laser zona-

drilling ? electroporation (L ? E). Laser zona drilling was

performed using a Nikon inverted microscope equipped with a

Saturn 5, 20 9 objective laser system (RI) with pulse width of

0.5 ms in order make two complete holes in the zona pellucida.

Electroporation was performed using a NepaGene electropo-

rator in a slide with two square wires placed 1 mm apart in

Opti-MEM medium containing 200 ng/ll Cas9 protein,

100 ng/lL sgRNA1 and 100 ng/lL sgRNA2 targeting exon 5

of Stearoyl-CoA desaturase (SCD1) gene. The sgRNAs were

designed 39 bp from each other. The settings for electropora-

tion were six pulses of 15 V for 1.5 ms at 50 ms interval

between pulses (poring pulses) followed by five bipolar pulses

of 3 V for 50 ms each at 50 ms interval and 40% decay

(transfer pulses). After electroporation, presumptive zygotes

were cultured for four days and embryos with 9–16 cells

(n = 18) were collected and examined for the presence of

indels by target PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing.

DNA sequences were analyzed by ICE (Inference of CRISPR

Edits; Synthego) and CRISPR-ID (Dehairs et al., Sci. Rep. 6,

28973, 2016). Both E and L ? E were able to promote indels

(88.8% and 62.5%, respectively). Deletions ranged from - 1 to

- 39 bp with small (\ 10 bp) deletions (38.5%) being located

at either sgRNA target, while large deletions (61.5%) spanned

both targeted regions. There were also small insertions (? 1 to

? 9 bp) located at individual sgRNAs targets. CRISPR-ID

analysis showed that most embryos were mosaic, containing

two to three different alleles per embryo. In conclusion,

electroporation with RNPs allowed efficient introduction of

indel mutations in bovine parthenogenetic embryos, irrespec-

tive of zona pellucida drilling.

This study was supported by UC Davis, Coordenacao de

Aperfeicoamento de Pessoal de Nivel Superior - Brasil

(CAPES) - Finance Code 001, CNPq and Fapemig.

Electroporation of CRISPR/Cas9 for efficient gene
disruption in pig zygotes

I. Park, P. J. Ross

Department of Animal Science, University of California Davis,

Davis, CA, USA

The CRISPR/Cas9 system has enabled highly effective gene

editing in multiple species. Genetically engineered pigs are a

promising model for promoting biomedical applications. The

conventional microinjection method for delivering CRISPR/

Cas9 into porcine embryos has been applied to successfully

create gene knock-out pigs. Although microinjection is highly

effective at introducing CRISPR/Cas9 components into pig

zygotes, the technique is a laborious, demands significant

amount of time, requires highly skilled individuals to manip-

ulate single embryos, and easily causes damage to embryos.
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CRISPR/Cas9 delivery by electroporation has been used to

circumvent the drawbacks of microinjection. We determined

the gene disruption efficiency of Cas9 protein and a single

guide RNA (sgRNA) electroporated into zygotes targeting

NGN3, a gene responsible for pancreatic endocrine cell

development. Three different concentrations of sgRNA, 5 ng/

lL, 10 ng/lL, and 25 ng/lL, maintaining a 1:2 ratio of sgRNA

to Cas9 protein were compared to determine which concen-

tration has the most effective gene disruption rate while

retaining high embryo viability. In addition, two electropora-

tion conditions were evaluated: 10 pulses of 1 ms duration at

30 V/mm and 100 ms intervals (short pulses) and 12 pulses of

3 ms duration at 30 V/mm and 100 ms intervals (long pulses).

Parthenogenetically activated zygotes were electroporated 9 h

post activation using a NepaGene electroporator system and a

1 mm cuvette containing 20 lL of Opti-MEM medium. After

electroporation, embryos were cultured in PZM3 medium for

7 days at which time blastocyst rates were recorded and

developing blastocysts evaluated for presence of mutations by

targeted-region PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing. The

highest CRISPR/Cas9 concentration (25 ng/lL sgRNA and

50 ng/lL Cas9 protein) resulted in the highest insertion/

deletion (indel) rate across all tested conditions (77% with

short pulses and 100% with long pulses). No differences in

blastocyst rate were observed when non-electroporated con-

trols were compared to electroporated embryos irrespective of

treatment (Short pulses: Control: 39.64%; 5 ng/lL: 34.45%;

10 ng/lL: 34.36%; 25 ng/lL: 24.69%; Long pulses: Control:

58.57%; 5 ng/lL: 40.9%; 10 ng/lL: 27.78%; 25 ng/lL:

40.18%). These results indicate that increasing ribonucleopro-

tein concentration and electroporation pulse length and number

allows for more efficient indel introduction in pig zygotes.

One step PCR protocol for sex determination in pigs
based in the DEAD Box Protein (DDX3X/DDX3Y) Gene

C. Lucas1, A. Spate1, M. Samuel1, L. Spate, W. Warren2,
R. Prather1, K. Wells1

1Division of Animal Science, National Swine Research and

Resource Center, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO,

USA; 2Bond Life Sciences Center, University of Missouri,

Columbia, MO, USA

In the production of genetically engineered animal models, it is

often important to identify chromosomal sex prior to genome

manipulation. Since swine are rapidly becoming an important

large-animal biomedical model, a simple assay for sex in the

swine cells and embryos is particularly important. Further, a

simple sex assay could be applied to other reproductive

management goals. Current PCR strategies for sexing often

include multiple primer sets. The two variations on this

strategy uses either an autosome target and a binary sex

chromosome target or two binary sex chromosome targets.

Alternatively, quantitative PCR has been used to discriminate

one X chromosome from two X chromosomes. The use of a

single pair of primers to discriminate between male and female

alleles on the pseudo-autosomal region of the sex chromo-

somes would facilitate sex identification by simplifying the

assay. We have developed a novel sexing method that uses a

single primer set for the DDX3X and DDX3Y genes to

determine genetic sex in the pig. This assay detects a natural

size polymorphism between the X and Y homologues. Analysis

of genomic DNA extracted from 87 pigs among different

breeds coincided with the real sex. Similarly, the results from

day 35 fetuses samples previously submitted to a different sex

determination protocol showed 100% of concordance. This

PCR protocol for determining sex in pig tissues showed to be

simple, specific and highly reproducible.

Genetic engineering of porcine MSCs to express
cecropin B for enhanced antimicrobial activity
and tissue regenerative properties

E. Harness1, D. Borjesson2, J. D. Murray1,3

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA; 2Department of Pathology, Microbiology,

and Immunology, University of California, Davis, CA, USA; 3

Department of Population Health and Reproduction, University

of California, Davis, CA, USA

Mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSCs) have attracted large

amounts of attention in the field of regenerative medicine.

MSCs secrete trophic factors which modulate the immune

response, promote angiogenesis, facilitate reformation of the

extracellular matrix, and stimulate progenitor cells to replicate

and divide in an injured niche to regenerate lost tissue.

Activated MSCs create an anti-inflammatory environment in

which tissues are given the opportunity to avoid further

damage during regeneration. MSCs also secrete antimicrobial

peptides (AMPs) that inhibit bacterial growth and disrupt the

integrity of bacterial cell membranes. Tissue regenerative

properties, immunomodulatory capability, and antimicrobial

activity have targeted MSCs as a valuable therapeutic tool in

biomedical applications. Alternate microbiocidal treatment

methods in clinical use are of particular interest as increasing

resistance to topical antibiotics has become a major issue.

Among a wide range of AMPs, cecropins show promise as a

candidate for treatment of infections and promotion of wound

healing. Cecropin B has been stably transfected and expressed

in vivo in goat mammary epithelial cells to successfully inhibit

bacterial growth. This shows great promise for cecropin B as a

candidate in genetic engineering MSCs for improved antimi-

crobial activity. Currently in the United States alone, there are

128 clinical trials applying MSC therapy in humans, and 714

studies worldwide. Among the trials worldwide, 454 fall under

the category of skin and connective tissue diseases, 213 fall

under wounds and injuries, and 58 fall under bacterial and

fungal diseases, demonstrating the value of MSC therapy in

wound healing and treatment of infection. We are working to

establish an enhanced cell based therapeutic tool to treat topical

wounds and prevent secondary infection by genetically engi-

neering porcine MSCs to express cecropin B. This system will

decrease the need for antibiotic involvement while facilitating

tissue regeneration in downstream in vivo wound healing

models.
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Derivation and characterization of bovine embryonic
stem cells from different embryo sources

M. Navarro1,3, J. Rodrigues Sangalli2,3, J.P. Ross3

1Instituto de Investigaciones Biotecnológicas ‘‘Dr. Rodolfo

Ugalde’’- IIB UNSAM, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 2 University

of Sao Paulo, Pirassununga SP, Brazil; 3Department of Animal

Science, University of California, Davis, CA, USA

Efficient derivation and long-term culture of bovine embryonic

stem cells (bESCs) from blastocyst stage embryos was recently

reported. These cells were established in a custom- made

mTeSR medium devoid of TGFß supplemented with FGF2 and

IWR1, a WNT signaling inhibitor. We have now adapted the

culture conditions to use a commercially available base

medium (N2B27) and tested its capacity for isolation of

bESCs from SCNT and parthenogenetic embryos (P A). Zona-

free IVF, SCNT and P A blastocysts were plated over an

irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts and cultured in N2B27

medium containing FGF2 and IWR1. The whole culture was

passaged once a week onto a fresh feeder layer by single cell

dissociation. After 4 weeks in culture, well defined colonies

appeared in the three embryo groups; however, the cell line

derivation efficiently was significantly higher (ANOVA,

P\ 0.05) for IVF (n = 6/21, 30%) and SCNT (n = 9/31,

30%) embryos than for PA embryos (n = 1/36; 0.03%).

Irrespective of embryo source, all established cell lines were

stably maintained in culture for more than 15 passages. bESC

lines from all groups showed high alkaline phosphatase

activity, stained positive for OCT4 and SOX2 pluripotency

markers, and maintained a normal chromosome number

(n = 60). These results indicate that bESC can be derived

from different embryo sources and stably maintained in a

commercially available medium. Establishment of partheno-

genetic ESCs was challenging, potentially indicating that

imprinting imbalances are not well tolerated by pluripotent

bovine cells. On the other hand, the efficient production of

bESC from SCNT embryos enables the generation of pluripo-

tent stem cell lines from valuable and well characterized

individuals. The long-term proliferation potential of bESCs

make them good candidates for introducing complex and/or

multiple gene edits in high genetic merit animals for advancing

genetic improvement and/or enhancing production and biotech-

nological traits in cattle.

Improving dairy cattle welfare standards through
genetic dehorning by using CRISPR/Cas9

S. L. Hennig1, D. Carlson3, C. Lancto3, T. Sonstegard3,
J. D. Murray1,2

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA; 2Department of Population Health and

Reproduction, University of California Davis, CA, USA; 3

Recombinetics, Inc, Saint Paul, MN, USA

Dehorning is a common practice in the dairy industry but raises

concerns for animal welfare. An alternative to physically

dehorning cattle is to prevent the horns from forming

genetically. A naturally occurring hornless phenotype, referred

to as polled, occurs in beef breeds, with the mutation consisting

of a 212 bp duplication that replaces 10 bp (Pc allele) near the

centromere of chromosome 1. Since the duplicated region is

present in the horned animal, we hypothesized that the 10 bp

deletion may be responsible for the polled phenotype. To test

this, we designed two guides that in tandem delete a 133 bp

region that contains the 10 bp sequence. Currently, two in vitro

transcribed guides flanking the 10 bp region have been created,

resulting in a targeted deletion rate of 43% in blastocysts.

Potential knock-out embryos were transferred to recipients and

fetuses were harvested between four and five months of

gestation. Of the four fetuses harvested to date, all displayed

horn bud development. Using PCR, two fetuses were deter-

mined to be wild type and two were found to be mosaic for the

deletion. Subsequently, synthetic guides were used in an

attempt to increase the efficiency of producing the targeted

deletion, resulting in a deletion rate of 81%, with 56% of

blastocysts showing biallelic deletions—a higher efficiency

rate than was achieved with in vitro transcribed guides.

Additional embryo transfers are now underway using blasto-

cysts potentially carrying the deletion created using synthetic

guides. Further analysis from the previous embryo transfers is

currently underway.

Modeling rapid introgression of the POLLED allele
via gene editing in a Northern Australian beef cattle
population

M.L. Mueller1, J.B. Cole2, N.K. Connors3, D.J. Johnston3,
I.A.S. Randhawa4, A.L. Van Eenennaam1

1Department of Animal Science, University of California,

Davis, CA, USA; 2U.S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville,

MD, USA; 3Animal Genetics and Breeding Unit, University of

New England, Armidale, NSW, Australia; 4Department of

Veterinary Medicine, University of Queensland, Gatton, QLD

4343 Australia

Dehorning is a standard cattle management practice to protect

animals and humans from injury. It is an unpleasant, costly

process subject to increased public scrutiny as an animal

welfare issue. The older a calf is during dehorning the larger

and more invasive the wound will be, which increases the time

to heal and chance of infection. In extensive grazing systems in

Northern Australia, unsupervised calving and rearing is widely

practiced so dehorning of older calves (3.5–10 months) with

larger horns is common. Consequently, there is a 2.1%

mortality rate associated with dehorning in Northern Australia.

Alternatively, genetically polled (hornless) cattle are a long-

term solution. This study simulated rapid introgression of the

dominant POLLED allele into the Australian Brahman cattle

population via conventional breeding or gene-editing and

compared results to baseline selection on genetic merit

($Index) alone, over the course of 20 years. The baseline

scenario did not significantly increase the POLLED allele

frequency after 20 years. A rapid increase of POLLED allele

frequency (90%) was achieved by the mandatory use of only

homozygous polled sires both via conventional breeding and

using gene-editing. Gene-editing only the top 1% of seedstock

bull calves per year, resulted in similar POLLED allele

frequency, rate of genetic gain and number of animals sold

as the polled conventional breeding scenario. However, gene-
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editing the top 10% of seedstock bull calves per year resulted

in significantly (P B 0.05) higher POLLED allele frequency,

rate of genetic gain and number of animals sold compared to

the polled conventional breeding scenario. The mandatory use

of polled genetics in these scenarios model a situation that

could arise if producers are prohibited from using bulls that

produce horned offspring and demonstrate how gene-editing to

introduce the POLLED allele into elite sire lines could help to

maintain the rate of genetic improvement.
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